
THE IMPORTANCE OF DATA MANAGEMENT IN COMPANIES

It is said that companies who don't understand the importance of data management are less likely to survive these days.
Learn why it's so.

These are some of the additional, and undeniable, benefits of the same. Enhances Efficiency by Saving Costs
and Time: Inadequate and improper data management can lead to considerable loss of efficiency. In addition,
the amount of data connected to an organisation today is on an unprecedented scale and impossible to process
manually; this is why it is important to invest in an effective data management system. The old idea of garbage
in garbage out. Old designs which were casually discarded might suddenly acquire business potential and
value in the future. Compliance: It has now been mandated by law that companies should hold all their
documents like financial papers, contracts and other legal documents, for a certain period. By Steve Lehr April
20, August 5th, No Comments They say that companies that do not understand the importance of data
management are less likely to survive in the modern economy. IT investment will be required in the uncertain
times ahead. With a h2 data management system in place, you can know exactly what data your company
collects and how to quickly access it when you want to put it to use. But with proper checks, systems, and data
management tools in place, you can make sure that everyone on your team is clear about what data go where,
and how and when they need to be stored. The next generation of employees who take over the company
might one day need all the knowledge accumulated by their predecessors. We have to think about this from a
holistic perspective as customers will never have their whole environment in one place. Furthermore, it makes
it easy to access past correspondence and prevent miscommunication due to messages lost in transit. The right
time to review and implement a data management system if you have not already done so is right away. If an
idea has been patented, then the designs and diagrams have to be archived and stored for posterity. How will
the data management landscape change with new regulation, like the impending GDPR? This is also helpful
when it comes to how you market to them. Benefits Of Data Management To Companies Minimized Errors:
Effective data management helps in minimizing potential errors and reducing the damages caused by bad data.
In addition it is usually less costly as an outside firm that specializes in data management can obtain
economies of scale. They want to break away from large, costly legacy hardware infrastructure and they want
the flexibility to move workloads, to add them, to delete them, to retire them, and the cloud gives them that
freedom' What is your position at Commvault? If not, it can prove to be a useless and even harmful asset to a
scaling enterprise. Better decision making: When everything is in its place, and everyone knows where to look
for it, the quality of your decisions improve drastically. With a good data management system it can allow
employees to access information and be notified of market or competitor changes faster. How do I ensure that
these workloads in the cloud are adequately protected? Communication may be initiated using an automatic
telephone dialing system. Data theft will also have severe implications on the growth of your company;
nobody wants to leave their details in the hands of people that do not know how to protect it. A risk that one
cannot afford. If you already have a system in place then reviewing once a year annually is what we would
recommend. By nature, people have different ways of processing information, but a centralised system ensures
a framework to plan, organise and delegate. That saves time. It is one of the determining factors in ensuring
thesuccess of an organisation; if one takes too long to respond to their customers or to thechanging trends
around them, they run the risk of falling behind. In fact, data management is vital for ensuring that
organizational information is accurate, timely, complete, cost-effective and accessible. Information is Always
Valuable: Technology companies have bulk volumes of data that they have accumulated over the years and
which they have to maintain for a long time. I am the chief communications officer, which means that I am the
primary spokesperson for the company and worry about our internal and external communications. I think
speaking from a business perspective we took very challenging moves to change our business from a pricing,
packaging one to a model where offerings to customers, pace of innovation to market and salesforce
re-engineering became integral to our structure. Hence, this data has to be documented properly and made
secure. Thanks to good data management, you can keep data and documents practically forever and pull them
up years after you initially gathered them. Companies began talking about the strategic assets of companies
being the physical plan, the product and the people. Instead of being proactive most organization are reactive,
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which in the long run costs them significantly more. Then, you can develop a plan to test different theories and
outcomes to improve customer performance and increase customer loyalty. You are not required to provide
this consent to be eligible to enroll or otherwise purchase services. Researchers in the future might want to
take a look at the preliminary designs of an application that was built four or five decades ago. Why are
business consumers choosing to adopt the cloud? As you can see having a strong data management plan is
very important for the success of your company. Meanwhile a lot of our competitors are still going through
those transformations and are struggling a little bit.


